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一、中文摘要
我們對 SC 做作更深入的研究。發現基礎
結構及簡單活的條件。本提案: (1) 研究各
種 SC 和 SN 的屬性。 (1. a)什麼是產生
SNC 生命周期的最少但不可逆的標記
(marking)。 (1. b)給定一起始的標記，決
定那個是目標標記。 (1. c) 給定一起始的
標記和一個可達的目標標記，找出 firing
count 向量。 (2) 綜合規則的延申:(2. a)研
究 SC 不正常的狀況。(2. b)擴展目前綜合
規則，使之整合正常的 SC。 (3) 找尋死
結的基礎結構。
關鍵詞：關鍵詞： 派屈網路 活性 有限性
重復性 良性 同部選擇網路 合成 分析

Abstract
We find the most simple and fundamental
structure of deadlocks for SC.  This
proposal   (1) Study various properties of
SC and SN. (1.a) What is the least marking
to make a SNC live, but irreversible. (1.b)
Given an initial marking, decide whether a
target marking is reachable. (1.c) Given an
initial marking and a target reachable
marking, find the firing count vector..
Extension of synthesis rules (2.a) Study
conditions for SCs to be not well-behaved.
(2.b) Expand current synthesis rules to be
able to generate all well-behaved SCs.(3)
Find the the most simple and fundamental
structure of deadlocks.
 Keywords: Petri Nets, Live, Bounded,
Reversible,Well-behaved, Synchronized-
Choice, Free-Choice.

二、緣由與目的
The knitting technique [1-8] provides a set
of simple synthesis rules to construct a large

Petri net (PN) avoiding time-consuming
verification [11].  Due to the simplicity of
the rules, it is easily adapted to computer
implementation for rendering the synthesis
of PNs performed in a user-friendly fashion.
We prove that the Synthesized nets (SN) are
bounded and conservative in [1], live and
reversible and belongs to a new class of nets
(called SC nets) more general than free-
choice net. This class of nets is interesting
because if a designed PN is not an SC, then
most likely it suffers from design errors of
deadlocks or unbounded.

Proving liveness or equivalently, solving
reachability problem for general PNs is a
difficult problem and takes exponential time
and space [10]. Reachability problem is
important because many control problems in
discrete event systems modelled by Petri
nets such as flexible manufacturing and
communication systems can be modeled by
the reachability problem in the net model.
The proposal by Watanabe et al. [13] for the
legal firing problem suggests the application
of reachability problem to the following
areas:.

   (1) Classical scheduling problems or
cyclical scheduling problems;
   (2) Minimum initial resource allocation
problem;

Landweber [9] studied two classes of nets:
persistent and conflict.  His analysis shows
that reachability sets of persistent nets are
semilinear.  A stronger result was obtained
for conflict-free nets and yet still requires
exponential time to decide its boundedness.
Further, it requires exponential space to
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determine the best upper bound for deciding
boundedness. I found neither persistent and
the SN nets include each other. However,
SN nets has very nice properties of
boundedness. Based on the theory of
structure matrix, its marking properties
seems also to be trivial.
.
The fact that SN is well-behaved and larger
than FC suggests SC may be the answer for
the following question:

     What is the lagest class of nets whose
properties can be decided in polynomial
time?
.
This proposal intends to study and clarify
some marking properties and reachability
problem of such SNs:
     1) What is the least marking to make a
SN reversible. Note if we take any one token
out of the least marking, the net will not be
live.
     2) What is the least marking to make a
SC live, but irreversible.
    3) Given an initial marking, whether a
target marking is reachable.
    4) Given an initial marking and a target
reachable marking, find the firing count
vector.

四、結果與討論

The Petri nets synthesized from the Knitting
technique belong to a new class of nets
defined as Synchronized-Choice nets (SC).
SC nets possess special structural properties
that ns and ne of any two nonsequential
nodes n1 and n2 must be of the same kind;
i.e., they are either both places or both
transitions. ns (ne) is such that there are
directed paths from (to ne) ns to (from) n1
and n2 respectively and there is no other
such ns (ne) on the directed paths from ns (n1
and n2) to n1 and n2 (ne). The synthesized
nets, however, does not equal and is a subset
of SC. This implies that the knitting rules
are not strong enough.  To remedy this, the

rules are enhanced and become more
complicated; also there is no guarantee the
equality between the synthesized nets and
SC.

The solution is to reduce the knitting rules to
a single and yet simple rule which involves
only two new path generations. A
complicated SC can be synthesized using
just this simple rule.  Investigating the
reachable markings of the associated simple
structure allow us to find the conditions for
liveness.  Since the structure is simple, the
condition is also very simple.  In addition,
the complete rules to lead to the equality
between SC and the synthesized nets are
now discovered.

The results are significant because it is easy
to verify whether an SC net is well-behaved.
Any SC net has been proved to be bounded.
Since the liveness condition is simple, the
time complexity for verifying liveness is
therefore much reduced and is polynomial.
The class of well-behaved Free-choice nets
is a subset of SC nets.

Unlike the traditional classification of Petri
nets (into MG, SM, FC, and AC) based on
output conditions of places, the new
classification tends to extract most nearly
well-behaved nets among all possible nets
into the new class.  As long as a net is in
the new class, its verification runs very
simple.

The simple conditions of liveness also leads
to the simplicity of reachability, conditions
for marking nonmonotonic and legal firing
sequences.  That is, they can be solved in
an algebraic fashion.

We have proved the equivalence of temporal
and structure relationships for the new class
of nets which provides the basis for proving
the liveness for the new class of nets.

We have obtained outstanding result for our
NSC87 proposal. We discover that local
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structures play a role not only in the
classification but also in the characterization
of SC nets.  These local structures
determine not only whether an SC has
deadlocks but also whether it is irreversible.
They also simplify the synthesis rules to a
great extent. Most important, the new
synthesis rules can generate all SC nets; in
other words, the old rules are enhanced.

We have applied the concept to PN duality
to simplify and enhance our research tasks.
The dual of a PN results from replacing
transitions in the PN with places and vice
versa.  It is called a reverse dual if we
further reverse the direction of any arc.

In the knitting technique, Rule TT.4
becomes Rule PP.2 [1] if we perform the
above reverse dual operation.  Thus, Rule
PP.2 can be eliminated resulting in the
simplification of the synthesis rules.  For
SC, we can eliminate either TT or PP rule
(not pure). There are two conditions for a net
to be SC and these two conditions are
mutually dual to each other.  One condition
leads to well-behaved Free-Choice nets; it
and its dual lead to SC. Duality also applies
to the local simple structure.  The presence
of TP inconsistent pair discovered in the
local structure leads to deadlocks. Its dual is
PT inconsistent pair which leads to
irreversibility.  Thus, the duality of PNs
helps us understand more about PN
structures, discover new rules, simplify
existing rules, discover more conditions for
deadlocks and irreversibility, simplify
conditions for deadlocks and irreversibility.

五、計畫成果自評

A set of theorems and algorithms have been
developed accordingly as presented in Mr.
Tseng’s mater thesis [12].  The results have
been submitted to IEEE Transactions on
Parallel and Distributed Systems for
evaluation.  The resulting technique should
advance and help us understand the PN

structure theory.  We have completed all
our project objectives.
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